The paper seeks to shed light on inflation dynamics of four CEEC (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia). Estimation of the New Keynesian Philips Curve (NKPC) augmented by variables relevant for open economies is carried out to determine the drivers of the inflation process. While the claim of the NK theory that real marginal cost is the main inflation-forcing variable is at odds with the data the forward-looking inflation component is of general importance. However, the backwardlooking component is also relevant and often predominant. The inflation dynamics of each new EU member seems to be strongly influenced by external effects, in particular by the exchange rate and the inflation rate in the Euro area.
Introduction
This study aims at empirical identification of the nature of the inflation process (its dynamics and main driving variables) of four new central European members the EU (Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland and Slovakia). In particular, we want to asses whether the predominant model of the inflation dynamics, the New Keynesian Phillips curve (NKPC) provides a reasonable description of inflation in these countries.
The hybrid New Keynesian Philips Curve (NKPC) links the current price inflation to expectations of future inflation of economic agents with the marginal cost being the main forcing variable. This form of the NKPC arises in a setting where the monopolistic firms set prices with respect to the discounted flow of the expected marginal cost. Moreover, the model allows that inflation has also a backward-looking component justified by the fact that some firms use a simple backward-looking rule of thumb in price setting (Galí and Gertler, 1999, GG hereafter) . Existence of the microeconomic foundations is the main difference between the NKPC and the purely empirical traditional PC. The proponents of the NKPC criticize the backward-looking nature of traditional PC as being non-stable across policy regimes (is subject to Lucas critique), inconsistent with rational expectations and over-predicting inflation of developed countries in the recent period. At the same time, they argue that the traditional cyclical measures of real economic activity like the output gap or the unemployment rate are relevant determinants of inflation unlike the theory-based marginal costs.
Understanding the nature of short-term inflation dynamics is very important for application of correct monetary policy. In particular, if inflation is predominantly forwardlooking phenomenon and its dependence on the past (persistence) is limited as claimed by the NKPC, the credible monetary policy can achieve disinflation at no cost.
The inflation process in the new EU member states has several peculiarities that hamper the application and the empirical analysis of the NKPC for these countries substantially. First, the transformation process in general, and the price liberalization in particular were decisive determinants of the inflation dynamics during most of 1990s. Therefore, the period when we could reasonably link the inflation to the price setting behavior of private firms, which is the NKPC, is relatively recent. Second, it is not obvious what effect may the transitional experience, together with the fact that the inflation rates have been systematically higher than in the old EU member states, have on the price setting behavior of local firms. One possibility is that higher inflation rates induce more frequent price reviews. However, it is also likely that the firms have not learned to use all the available information yet or that the costs of gathering information are higher (Mankiw and Reis, 2002) and the firms use simple, rather backwardlooking, rules in setting prices. Third, studying the open economies, we have to bear in mind that inflation can be influenced by external sources that were practically ignored in the original studies on the NKPC but have become subject of interest more recently (Batini et al., 2005 , Rumler, 2007 .
We use quarterly data from 1998 until 2007 and both single-equation and panel GMM to estimate a hybrid version of NKPC augmented by variables potentially relevant for small open economies. While the country-level estimation allows properly account for the idiosyncrasies of each economy, the panel analysis is helpful because it may overcome the small sample bias present in the country single-equation estimations. However, the cost of panel analysis is the bias that arises when the coefficients homogeneity across cross sections is wrongly imposed. We use both the yearly and quarterly inflation rates that have rather different properties.
Our principal results are the following. The basic forward-looking NKPC does not fit the data of any of the four countries. The hybrid model seems to be representation that is more realistic. Although the forward-looking term is always relevant, its size is often smaller than the one of backward-looking term, just the opposite to the claim of GG. The marginal cost has positive coefficient in some specifications but its significance is fragile. On the contrary, the external variables, in particular foreign inflation rate and exchange rate are decisive forcing variables of the domestic HCPI inflation. While the country single-equation estimation points to important idiosyncrasies in the inflation processes of each country, the results of the panel analysis confirm that the forward-looking inflation term has significant impact together with the external inflation impulses. On the other hand, the panel approach impugns the relevance of the marginal cost.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section reviews both theoretic aspects of the NKPC as well as the issues related to its estimation. In section 3, we present our estimation framework, and section 4 discusses our dataset and resumes the results of the analysis of time series properties. Section 5 presents the estimation results of different version of NKPC both in single-equation and panel settings. The last section concludes and points to possible extensions.
The theory and empirics of the NKPC
The New Keynesian policy model became the workhorse of the monetary policy analysis and the New Keynesian Phillips Curve (NKPC) is currently the most influential model of the inflation dynamics. The main feature of NKPC is the dependency of the current inflation on expected rather than lagged inflation and the establishment of the real marginal cost as the main forcing variable Gertler, 1999, GG hereafter, Galí, Gertler and López-Salido, 2001 , GGL hereafter). The NKPC is based on models of staggered price (or wage) setting by forward-looking monopolistic firms (Taylor, 1980 , Calvo, 1983 . Such firms set prices as a mark-up over their marginal costs subject to constrains that may impede them changing the prices. In particular, Calvo's (1983) model proposes that each firm faces in each period a given probability θ that it may not be able to reset the price. This framework gives rise to dynamic inflation equation where current inflation rate depends on its expected value and the real marginal cost.
[ ] of expected inflation β is the subjective discount factor of the firms. Therefore, the increase of price rigidity θ makes inflation less sensitive to the real marginal cost t mc . The problem of the pure forward-looking model (1) is that does not allow explaining the inflation persistence present in data of most developed countries. Therefore, GG augmented the model allowing a subset of firms ω using the backward-looking rule of thumb in setting prices.
Unlike forward-looking firms that set prices with respect to the discounted value of future marginal cost (taking into account the probability θ of not being able to change the price), the backward-looking firms follow simple rule:
This means that they set the price in this period looking firms in each period is close to the forward-looking price (assuming that the inflation rate was not very large in the last period). However, the share of backward-looking firms can be more substantial in emerging economies. The reason can be that the firms have not learned to use all the available information yet (they do not form their expectations in the rational but rather adaptive manner) or the cost of gathering the information can be too high as proposed by Mankiw and Reis (2002) .
The inflation equation with both kinds of firms is the hybrid PC where inflation has both backward-and forward-looking component (GG)
[ ] share disappears insofar as it is close to unity or if it is constant and we use differences of this relation. Unlike cyclical measures of the real economic activity, the real unit labor cost includes impact of both productivity and wages on inflation. In addition, the statistical detrending of the output measure is deemed unreliable since the potential output is subject to diverse shocks and can be humpy rather than having a smooth trend usually obtained from statistical filters.
As we mentioned above, there are some reasons why the backward-looking price setting can be more extended in emerging economies. The scant empirical evidence for new EMU countries (Lendvai, 2005, Dabusinskas and Kulikov, 2007) seems to confirm this claim.
Consequently, there are two issues that shall be reconsidered in GG framework. First, the pricing rule (2) assumes that the backward-looking firms, unlike the forward-looking ones, reset prices every period. This simplification can be plausible if the share of backwardlooking firms is small but it may turn problematic in the opposite case. Second, per the equation (3) 
The impact of output gap δ should be positive and the sum of coefficients of lagged inflation i β should be equal to unity. With the coefficients close to unity, the long-term PC is vertical and there is no trade-off between price stability and real economic activity. On the contrary, the NKPC assumes that additional inflation lags do not provide any information and that it is the sum of b γ and f γ that should be close to unity. According to GG there is no response to output gap besides its role of being a proxy of the marginal cost. However, not only that this variable is noisy but also the marginal cost need not vary proportionally with it because of the wage rigidities (i.e. the mark-up is not constant).
There are several econometric issue related to the estimation of the NKPC. First, given the series of inflation expectation are rarely available, the expected values are usually proxied by actual inflation rate in the next period. The prediction error [ ]
gives rise to endogeneity bias and the GMM is used to deal with this issue. 2 GG and GGL provided straightforward empirical evidence in favor of the NKPC for the US and the Euro area. The coefficient of marginal cost was found significant and the forward-looking behavior predominant both in structural and reduced form. 3 The observed inflation persistence was related to the inertia of the marginal cost as the main forcing variable. In particular, the real unit labor cost is inertial because of the wage rigidity.
2 Henzel and Wollmershäuser (2008) use direct measure of inflation expectation for some developed countries showing that the response to lagged inflation increase as compared to GMM approach with rational forecast. Therefore, the latter approach can lead to overestimation of the forward coefficient. 3 The estimation of the structural model allows revealing some the deep parameters, in particular the price rigidity θ (the average duration of the price being fixed is just 1/(1-θ), the discount factor β and the share of the backward-looking settlers ω. However, some other parameters have to be calibrated in order to be able to estimate the structural model.
Consecutive empirical studies casts doubt on several aspect of the econometric exercise found in GG and GGL. Bårdsen et al. (2004 Bårdsen et al. ( , 2005 demonstrate that unsubstantial changes in the empirical framework have decisive effects on the stability of estimated parameters. In particular, the significance of the marginal cost depends on specific choices in GMM estimation and is not robust in general. When the marginal cost turns insignificant, the NKPC is left with no exogenous forcing variable. The sensitivity to instruments present in the GMM estimation of the NKPC can be an indication that some of them should be directly used as regressors. Bårdsen et al. (2004 Bårdsen et al. ( , 2005 claim that the NKPC can be interpreted as a specific case of Imperfect Competition Model (ICM) that can be empirically represented by equilibrium correction model (ECM). Bjørnstand and Nymoen (2008) find with panel of 20 OECD countries that once the NKPC is extended by error correction terms proper to ICM, neither the forward-looking term nor the marginal cost remain significant. On the opposite side, Hondroyiannis et al. (2008) claim that ones we allow for the time variance of the NKPC parameters, the lagged inflation term turns insignificant. Mavroeidis (2004 Mavroeidis ( , 2005 criticizes the GMM approach used by GG and GGL on ground of weak identification. When the NKPC is weakly identified, there is bias in favor of the forward-looking specification. He also proposes that the common practice of including instruments with many lags debilities the power of the Sargan-Hansen test of over-identifying restrictions that typically should detect misspecification. Another problem is that the marginal cost need not be exogenous variable. If this is the case, we need to define the relation describing the dynamics of marginal cost. Lindé (2005) advocates system estimation by Full
Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) that provides the most efficient parameter unlike limited information methods (GMM). The problem of FIML is that misspecification of one of the relations in the system biases all the results. Moreover, estimation of complete macroeconometric model is data demanding. Therefore, Mavroeidis (2004) proposes to augment the single-equation (GMM) estimation by another equation for the forcing variable (marginal cost, output gap), which facilitates testing of the under-identification in context of forward-looking model. Given its simplicity, we pursue this approach in this paper.
4 Rudd and Whealand (2005) claim that another indication of the results inconsistency is the fact that the reduced-form estimates are substantially different from the reduced-form parameters derived from the structural estimates. However, this claim is rebutted by showing that estimation of the structural model and the reduced form gives very similar results. some of these issues in theoretic setting of DSGE models (e.g. Obstfeld and Rogoff, 1996 , Lane, 2001 , Corsetti and Pesenti, 2005 , Galí and Monacelli, 2005 
where the change in terms of trade t s ∆ is an external forcing variable. However, this model assumes complete exchange-rate pass through (ERPT) while most recent empirical studies find that ERPT has been rather incomplete and declined in time (e.g. Gagnon and Ihrig, 2004 ).
Given the above-mentioned issues, it is not surprising that the inflation dynamics of the new EU member states was rarely analyzed from the perspective of the NKPC. The available empirical studies mostly aim at the inflation persistence and use the disaggregated data (e.g. Babetski et al., 2007, Konieczny and Skrzypac, 2005) . There are only a few studies that are closely related to the NKPC. Masso and Staehr (2005) Moreover, Fuhrer (2006) observes that even when the estimated coefficient of the marginal cost is significant but is small; it still cannot explain the persistence present in inflation series.
He argues that it is the intrinsic persistence (from the disturbances of the estimated NKPC when only one lag is included in the model) which explains most of the persistence in inflation. Franta et al. (2007) analyzed the importance of inflation persistence in the NMS by means of parametric statistical measures (AR model with constant and time varying mean, ARFIMA) and structural measures, in particular the hybrid NKPC. They found that this model does not adjust to data of neither country (CZE, POL, SVK) and that the results point to higher inflation persistence in these countries than what was found in the Euro area. Hondroyiannis et al. (2008) use panel data of seven NMS claiming that once the model is correctly specified as time varying, inflation turns to be purely forward-looking phenomenon and the properties of the inflation process do not differ between the NMS and the Euro area.
These results of this study are based on very problematic assumption that the slope coefficients are homogenous across all the countries. Moreover, the issues of poolability is not addressed whatsoever. While such restriction can be reasonable for a few countries with similar characteristics, it is rather problematic for wider set of different economies 5
The time series used in previous studies on CEEC, which start mostly in mid-nineties, can be behind the negative results. In particular, the price liberalization that was still under way could have decisive effects on the inflation dynamics rather than the optimizing behavior of monopolistic firms. Moreover, the structural breaks present often in time series make the statistical inference unreliable.
Econometric approach
We estimate different specifications of the hybrid NKPC with alternative domestic and foreign forcing variables:
[ ]
where mt in represents the domestic forcing variables and nt ex the external ones. All estimations are performed by means of the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) with Newey-West (1987) heteroscedasticity and autocorrelation (HAC) consistent covariance matrix. This is useful here as we can expect that both autocorrelation and heteroscedasticity appear. The correlation in moment conditions is soaked up by means of previous VAR(1) estimation for IV (pre-whitening). The Bartlett kernel is used to weight the covariances with Newey-West fixed bandwidth. In the closed economy specification we use similar instruments as GGL: two lags of the inflation rate, (log of) the marginal cost, the output gap, the nominal wage inflation and (log of) the unemployment rate. 6 The known shortcoming of GMM estimation is the sensitivity to selected instruments. In particular, if the instrument set includes inflation-driving variables that are not included as regressors there can appear bias in favor of the forward-looking term (Rudd and Whelan, 2005) . Therefore, we gradually augment the estimated relation by the output gap and the nominal wage inflation as regressors. [ ]
where the sub-index i stands for each cross section. We use GMM estimator with crosssection SUR corrections of standard errors and covariances. The instruments included are the same as in the single-equation case. In contrast to many empirical works with international macro panels, we do not use cross-section (country) fixed effects because of the following reasons. First, the empirical NKPC is typically specified without a constant term (we use such specification in single-equation analysis). Therefore, it is viable to maintain the same specification in the panel framework. Second, the panel with lagged dependent variable with fixed effect requires a specific estimators, e.g. one proposed by Arellano and Bond (1991) , to deal with the correlation between error term and lagged dependent variable that arise in this specification. However, this estimator uses the first differentiation of the equation, which could lead in our case to over-differentiation as many of our series are already in differenced form. Finally, the panel estimation in first differences would make it problematic to compare with the single-equation results that are obtained from equation in levels. Tables 1 to 4. 11 The null hypothesis is that the series is first-order integrated in ADF and PP tests and that it is stationary in case of KPSS. We specify the test equation without any deterministic components and with intercept and trend. As we can see in the following tables, the last choice has very significant effect on the results. 12 Moreover, all the results are possibly influenced by the short time span of the data when the ADF and PP tests are known to be too weak against the null. We can see that the results of ADF and PP are mostly consistent while the KPSS sometimes gives contradictory results. The series of yearly or quarterly changes of indices (e.g. NEER) are unlikely to contain deterministic components. Given this, we can resume that both series of import price and NEER change are stationary. The same applies to HP output gap which is stationary by construction. On the other hand, the yearly change in the oil prices seems to have a unit root.
Data and time series analysis
The inflation rates, the wage inflation and the marginal cost represent the biggest puzzle.
In case of yearly inflation, the ADF and PP test point to stationarity when the time trend is not included, while the opposite is true with the trend in the tested equation. Since the inflation rate is a change of price index, there is in general no reason why its data generating process should include either intercept or trend. However, the time trend may appear during the disinflation phase. The unit labor cost seems to be the opposite case; the hypothesis of unit root cannot be rejected when the time trend is not included while it is rejected when it is included. The series for Hungary and Slovakia feature decreasing trend (see Figures A.6 and A.8) . Many macroeconomic series from transitional countries can be subject to structural breaks. Consequently, traditional unit root test can have low power and unit root test allowing for structural breaks should be used instead. Unfortunately, even the power of such tests (e.g. Lanne et al., 2002) can be distorted in small samples. Given limited sample size, it does not seem reasonable to apply test with structural break. Nevertheless, our time series cover defacto post-transitional period where the structural break were less likely.
13 11 We report only the results for variables that are finally used in regressions because they meet the conditions for identification, see Section 4.3. 12 The choice whether the deterministic components, in particular the time trend, should be included is rather subjective. The finite-sample power of the ADF test is higher without the time trend. However, if the data generating process might have a trend, it should be included (Hayashi, 2000) . 13 Babetskii et al. (2007) found for the Czech Republic that structural breaks in time series of sectoral inflation rates occurred mostly around 1998-99. Franta et al. (2007) documented that inflation persistence in the NMS changes as a consequence of changes in monetary policy. The major change could be considered the implementation of inflation targeting in the Czech Republic (1997) , Poland (1998) and Hungary (2001). Table 1 The single-equation unit root tests were found to have low power in small samples. The panel unit root tests overcome this problem. Yet, they are sensitive to cross-section dependencies and can be oversized (Banerjee et al., 2004) . We apply Hadri's (2000) test that assumes that the unit root process is the same across all cross-sections and is generalization of the KPSS test. The Fischer ADF test and Fisher PP test (Maddala and Wu, 1999 and Choi, 2001 ) assume that the individual unit root processes differ. They are based on the combination of p-values of the individual ADF and PP tests. The results of the panel unit root testing of inflation rates and short-term interest rates are reported in Table 5 . We can see that the assumption on the presence of deterministic components still significantly influences the results. Given that we have not found convincing evidence against the non-stationarity of some variables, we shall test if they are cointegrated as to avoid spurious results. We use common Augmented Engle-Granger (AEG) test (Engle and Granger, 1987) consisting in estimation of an auxiliary regression with the I(1) variables (by OLS) and testing the stationarity of the error term by means of ADF test (with specific critical values). However, given rather complicated dynamics of the empirical model (7), the presence of endogeneity as well as diverse right-hand side variables, the application of the test is not straightforward. Therefore, we center only at the benchmark hybrid NKPC based on marginal cost. The testing is relevant in this specification provided that both inflation and marginal cost seems to be I(1). The auxiliary regression is typically static because if the variables are cointegrated, the omission of the short-term dynamics, in particular the partial adjustment, does not alter the results.
Although the hybrid NKPC (3) has more complicated dynamics because it includes also the expected value of inflation besides the lagged term, the cointegration shall be still tested in a static regression. To see this we first add to the hybrid NKPC the perturbance t
The expected inflation can be written as the sum of inflation increment from the last period t π ∆ above the last observed value t π and a prediction error t υ :
Given that 1 stationary, it means that either both variables are I(0) or that they are both I(1) and cointegrated. The ADF statistic is reported in Table 6 below, the 5% critical value is -3.34.
The results advert to the fact that the correlation between the yearly inflation rate and (log of) the marginal cost can be spurious in the Czech Republic and Poland.
14 Table 7 provides the results of the F-test for the joint coefficient restriction that i
and all j>2 in equation (8) for each potential domestic forcing variable. The rejection of the restriction is a necessary condition for the identification in terms of forward-looking model.
We report the test using yearly HCPI inflation rates and quarterly inflation rates from both HCPI and GDP deflator.
16 Table 7 : F-test of the necessary condition for identification in the forward-looking model (p-values) CZE HUN POL SVK Panel t/t-1 t/t-1* t/t-4 t/t-1 t/t-1* t/t-4 t/t-1 t/t-1* t/t-4 t/t-1 t/t-1* t/t-4 t/t-1 t/t-1* t/t-4 RULC1 0.00 0. 12 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 Note: t/t-1 -quarterly inflation rate (HCPI), t/t-1* -quarterly inflation rate (GDP deflator), t/t-4 -yearly inflation rate (HCPI), RULC1 -(log) unit labor cost index deflated by (log) price HCPI (OECD), RULC2 -the ratio of the nominal total compensation to employees and the nominal GDP (Eurostat), WAGE1 -the ratio of (nominal) total labor cost and the real output (OECD), WAGE2 -the labor cost index (the total labor costs, main components wages and salaries and non-wage costs (Eurostat), GAP1 -GDP gap by HP filter (OECD), GAP2 -GDP gap by production function (OECD) The results confirm that under the model for the forcing variable (8) the second measure of real marginal cost (the nominal total compensation to employees and the nominal GDP ratio) meets the necessary condition for identification in all countries, no matter which measure of inflation is used. As for the output gap series, the gap derived by the HP filter is preferable to OECD gap in all countries but Slovakia (the OECD gap for Slovakia is only available from 2001). Finally, both measures of wage inflation have problems to meet the necessary condition for identification.
Another important issue is the temporal effect of the variables. While traditional PC assumes that the output gap (or other cyclical measure) leads inflation, the opposite pattern is consistent with the NKPC (see eq. 8 in GG). Given that former pattern was found in US data, GG deem the output gap as unreliable measure. On the contrary, the US marginal cost exhibited strong correlation both with lags and with leads of inflation which is consistent with the idea that current inflation is driven by the discounted flow of future marginal costs.
Moreover, because the US output gap does not move contemporaneously with the unit labor cost, GG claim that it is poor proxy for the marginal cost.
The dynamic cross correlations of the real unit labor cost and the output gap with the HCPI inflation rates are reported in Tables 8 and 9 . 17 The negative correlation for lagged values of inflation and positive for lead values implies that the variable leads inflation. This pattern found for the output gap for the Czech Republic and less significantly for Slovakia, is consistent with traditional PC but not the NKPC. On the other hand, the output gap has very strong contemporaneous correlation with inflation in Poland, consistently with the NKPC.
Finally, for Hungary the correlation of the output gap with both lags and leads of inflation is negative, discarding that output gap can play a role of forcing variable of Hungarian inflation.
As for the real unit labor cost, it is very strongly contemporaneously correlated with inflation in Poland, consistently with the findings of GG with the US data. For all the other countries, both lags and leads of inflation are negatively correlated with inflation. RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  lag Table 7 17 We test only the second measure of the real marginal cost and the HP output gap because they performed better in the identification test and are used for the empirical estimation of the NKPC. RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  RULC2  GAP1  lag Table 7 These preliminary findings indicate problem for the marginal-cost-based NKPC in our sample. The only country where data are consistent with the theory put down in GG is Poland.
In this country, the output gap shows similar temporal pattern as the marginal cost. On the other hand, the output gap pattern in the Czech Republic points at the traditional PC.
Empirical results

Individual country analysis
In this section, we present the results of the single-equation estimation of different versions of close and open economy NKPC (7) in reduced form. There are several reasons why the estimation of the underling structural parameters is not very reasonable in our case.
First, as compared to the reduced form, the structural model requires estimation of several additional parameters, which is not feasible with the limited size of our sample. Second, the estimates of structural parameters are usually sensitive to the normalization used in the orthogonality conditions (GG, GGL). Third, some of the parameters cannot be directly estimated and are usually calibrated by some plausible values obtained in other studies.
However, such evidence is not available for the set of our countries. Nevertheless, GGL (2005) show that the estimation of the overall slope parameters in the reduced form is equivalent to their calculation from the estimated structural parameters. Finally, since our The results of both pure forward-looking (1. line of Table 10 ) and hybrid NKPC (2. line) are in line with the evidence for the US and the Euro area provided by GG and GGL. The forward-looking term is close to unity; the coefficient of the marginal cost is positive and significant. However, this correlation can be spurious as the cointegration tests indicated (see Table 6 ). Moreover, Table 8 points to negative dynamic cross-correlations between the log of the real unit labor cost and lags and leads of the yearly HCPI inflation in the Czech Republic.
Ljung-Box test also indicates very strong serial correlation. Whereas, when the output gap is used as the forcing variable, the serial correlation disappears. Additional lags of inflation in the spirit of traditional PC do not seem to provide any additional information since the overall fit remains the same. 19 The most interesting finding is that the additional inflation lags do not affect the size änd the significance of the forward-looking term. The output gap is still significant when we include the wage inflation. The coefficient of wage inflation is significant in one case but the variable does not improve the overall fit of the model.
The middle panel shows the results of using actual inflation expectation by the financial market instead of proxying the expectation by realized value of inflation (with IV estimator). 20 In this case, endogeneity should not arise and the equation can be estimated by OLS. The marginal cost is significant in the pure forward-looking model. However, the fit of the model is low and the serial correlation very significant. The GMM estimates have different magnitude but retain their significance. This means that the endogeneity still applies even when inflation expectations are used. The main feature of the hybrid model is that the sum of the inflation coefficients is significantly above unity and there is still residual autocorrelation. 18 The yearly HCPI inflation rate, the yearly wage inflation and the output gap are in the upper left figure. The annualized quarterly HCPI inflation and wage inflation, again together with the output gap are in the upper right figure. The logs of the real unit labor cost from OECD and Eurostat are in the lower figure. 19 The reported estimate for the backward-looking term is the sum of the estimates of four lagged values of inflation. The reported standard error is the average of the four estimated standard errors. 20 The series of actual inflation and expected inflation by financial markets for the Czech Republic and Poland are plotted in Figure A .9 in the Appendix II. The lower panel reports the results of hybrid NKPC when we use the marginal cost, the output gap and additional external variables. As we pointed out before, the external variables can be correlated and the sample size does not allow estimating too many parameters, we include the external variables one by one. The results of the open economy specifications are very encouraging. The coefficients of all external variables are significant and with the expected sign. Therefore, the oil prices have positive (but limited) effect on yearly HCPI inflation and the same applies to import prices. The effect of the inflation in the Euro area seems to be very strong. Finally, the currency depreciation (decrease of NEER) leads to increase of CPI inflation. This is evidence in favor of incomplete exchange rate pass-through.
The residual autocorrelation does not appear in any of these specifications. While the output gap is significant and correctly signed in three cases, the real marginal cost is significant only in one.
We make some adjustments for the analysis with quarterly inflation rates. First, we use the real unit labor cost by OECD as measure of the marginal cost. The reason is that the formerly employed measure (the ratio of nominal total compensation of employees to the nominal GDP, Eurostat) was disaggregated from annual frequency, which causes the smooth shape of the series. This procedure may bring too much noise in the explanatory variable while the dependent variable is the quarter-on-quarter inflation rate that is rather volatile. Second, we do not include the wage inflation as regressor because both measures of this variable performed poorly in the identification test (see Table 7 ). The final results are reported in Table 11 . The and forward-looking term is very similar, whereas the former dominated when the yearly inflation rate were used. A notable difference from the analysis with yearly inflation rates is that the overall fit of the model is worse and most specifications show residual autocorrelation. There are two reasons that make use to believe that the results with quarterly inflation rates are less reliable. First, it is likely that the quarterly inflation rate is more affected by shocks and therefore important part of its dynamics cannot be attributed to any variable of the model. Second, the use of purely statistical techniques for the seasonal adjustment of the HCPI series does not seem to eliminate the seasonality. In Figure 1 , it is evident that the quarterly inflation rates are spikier than the yearly ones. The seasonality seems to be even more pronounced in the case of the GDP deflator (with exception of Slovakia). Consequently, it is likely that the seasonality is blurring the results. 
Hungary
The marginal cost is not significant in the pure forward-looking NKPC for Hungary. In the hybrid specification, the coefficient turns significant, yet only marginally. The significant effect of marginal cost does not seem to be of spurious nature given the AEG test reported in Table 6 . The coefficient of the output gap is significant and negative, pointing to noisiness of this variable. The additional lags of the inflation do not have any effect on the size and significance of the forward-looking term, underlining the effect of inflation expectation for determination of the present inflation rate. Finally, the wage inflation does have significant impact.
The lower panel of the Table 12 Table 10 The results of the estimation with quarter-on-quarter inflation rates as dependent variable advert to dominance of the external factors. In particular, while neither the marginal cost nor the output gap has significant impact, all coefficients of the foreign variables are significant and have the expected sign. The impact of quarterly change in import index in general and crude oil prices in particular is positive with limited size and the direct impact of foreign HCPI inflation is very strong. We find negative effect of exchange rate appreciation (positive effect of currency depreciation) pointing to limited exchange rate pass-through to final consumer prices. Although the fit of the model is lower as compared to the estimation with yearly inflation rates, the serial correlation is not detected in most open economy specifications. While the former issue is again likely related to the seasonality noise present in quarter-on-quarter inflation rates, the latter point suggest that Hungarian inflation dynamics is shaped by external factors. Table 11 5.1.3 Poland Poland is the only country in the sample where both real unit labor cost and the output gap are strongly correlated with both lags and leads of inflation. This finding holds both for yearly and quarterly inflation rates (see Table 8 and 9). The co-movement of inflation with the output gap is clearly visible in Figure A .4 in the Appendix II. Decreasing pattern of inflation rate and the marginal cost is also evident at least in the first half of the sample. However, the AEG test points to the possibility that the correlation between the yearly inflation and the marginal cost is spurious.
The estimation results of the NKPC for Poland (based on the yearly inflation) are reported in Table 14 . The pure forward-looking specification displays forward-looking coefficient exceeding unity and insignificance of the marginal cost as forcing variable. The estimates of the hybrid model resemble the findings for large close economies like the US. That is, the marginal cost is significant, the forward-looking term is dominant and the serial correlation can be rejected at 5% significance level. When the output gap is used instead of the marginal cost, its coefficient is significant but the residuals suffer strong serial correlation. The additional inflation lags do not seem to carry any additional information as the sum of their coefficient is almost identical to single coefficient of the backward-looking term while the size of the forward-looking term is not affected. The wage inflation does not have a inflation rate were negative. Table 10 In the lower panel, we can appreciate the importance of the external forcing variables on the domestic inflation dynamics. While the yearly change in the oil prices does not have a significant impact, the coefficients of all the other external variables are significant and correctly signed. The effect of foreign HCPI inflation is again the most substantial one. The inclusion of foreign forcing variable does not impugn the importance of domestic variables on the inflation dynamics.
The results of the NKPC based on Polish quarterly inflation rates are similar to previous two countries. Neither marginal cost nor the output gap has statistically significant effect. On the contrary, all the foreign variables are significant with the expected sign. The serial correlation is present in all specifications but the one with the quarterly inflation in the Euro area. A substantial size of the corresponding coefficient points to the importance of foreign inflation developments even in case of medium-size country like Poland. The fit of the empirical model is again lower than in case of the year-on-year inflation rates but it is higher than in the previous two countries. Table 11 5.1.4 Slovakia The series of both yearly and quarterly HCPI inflation rate for Slovakia have different features as compared to the previous three countries. First, HCPI inflation is less similar to 22 The time series for both countries are plotted together with the actual HCPI inflation in Figure A .9 in the Appendix II.
inflation from GDP deflator and is more volatile and spiky. Possible explanations can be that the Slovak consumer prices are more affected by the changes in imported consumer goods as Slovakia has the highest share of import on the GDP of the four countries.
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The estimation results of the NKPC with yearly inflation are reported in the Table 16 . The expected inflation is higher than unity in the basic forward-looking model and the marginal cost is insignificant. It turns significant, though not very strongly, in the hybrid model. This specification suffers significant residual autocorrelations similarly as those with the output gap as main forcing variable. The output gap enters significantly with a negative sign similarly as in Hungary.
Three of four variables that shall underpin the effects of external factors are insignificant. Accordingly, the specification with oil prices, import price and the exchange rate are still subject to residual autocorrelation unlike the specification augmented by the Euro area inflation. The marginal cost turns significant in the latter specification. These findings seem to be consistent with the extremely high import share on GPD and the Slovak inflation is strongly influenced by foreign inflation developments. Table 10 For the analysis with quarter-on-quarter inflation rates we could not use the same measure of the marginal cost (unit labor cost index deflated by HCPI, OECD) as in the previous three 23 The shares of imports on GDP are following: the Czech Republic -72.7%, Hungary -77.3%, countries because it does not meet the necessary condition for identification. The HP output gap fails this condition as well (see Table 7 ). 24 On the other hand, both measures of the wage inflation meet the identification. For this reason, we exclude the output gap from the model specification and include the wage inflation.
The first distinctive feature is the negative R 2 of all the specification. This is related to strong autocorrelation of the residuals as well as the problem with convergence of the GMM estimator. In any case, it is obvious that the empirical model of the NKPC cannot provide any information on quarterly HCPI inflation dynamics in Slovakia. Nevertheless, Figure 1 indicates that the quarterly inflation series may be a subject to seasonality noise even though the original HCPI series were seasonally adjusted. Table 11 Consequently, we repeat the analysis for quarterly inflation rates -this time using the GDP deflator. Table 18 Table 11 5.1.5 Generalization of the results
The previous country specific estimation allows us to draw some general conclusions. The analysis for yearly inflation rates gives some account in favor of the NKPC. The marginal cost coefficient is often positive and significant in the benchmark hybrid NKPC. However, unlike GG and GGL we cannot claim that the forward-looking term is substantially higher than the backward-looking term. Moreover, in spite of decent fit of this model, there are some problematic issues. First, this specification is often subject to residuals autocorrelation.
Second, the coefficient of the marginal cost can be driven by spurious correlation as the AEG test indicates. Third, the statistical significance of the marginal costs coefficient turns fragile once the model is augmented by additional variables. In this context it is important to recall that the real unit labor cost or the labor share are good proxies of the marginal cost only if the production technology is consistent with the Cobb-Douglas production function, which is rather a theoretic simplification than an actual representation of production technology.
If we use the output gap instead, it is mostly significant yet with "wrong" negative sign in Hungary and Slovakia. The potential superiority of the output gap over the marginal cost found in the Czech Republic and Poland has several interpretations. One option is that it is the correct forcing variable and that inflation is driven by the cyclical evolution of the output, which is claim in favor of the traditional PC. Yet, if we in the spirit of the traditional PC include additional lags of inflation, they are usually insignificant and their sum is never close to the unity, as traditional PC would propose. Since the forward-looking term is consistently positive and significant, it can mean that the output gap is actually better proxy of the unobservable marginal cost than the unit labor cost. In small emerging economies, the labor cost may not be sufficiently representative as a measure of firms' costs because large share of their inputs is imported. 25 Moreover, the labor share in the production function can vary in time. The relevance of the output gap as compared to the marginal cost is also reported by Genberg and Pauwels (2005) , Jondeaua and Le Bihanb (2005) or Henzel and Wollmershäuser (2008) . 26 The significant effect of the output gap and an approximately even size of the backward-and forward-looking term as in Poland is consistent with the contraction model of Fuhrer and Moore (1995) . The cross-correlations for this country show that the output gap is not leading inflation as proposed by the traditional PC (and as found for the Czech Republic)
but that it has strong positive correlation with inflation lags and leads. This pattern found in the data is consistent with the idea of the model of Fuhrer and Moore that current inflation rate is related to the expected future output gaps.
All four Central European countries are very open economies, as indicated by elevated
import to GDP ratio, therefore it is likely that their inflation dynamics is subject to external impulses. This claim seems to be clearly confirmed by the significance and a very strong coefficient of the inflation in the Euro area that is the main trading partner of each of the four countries. The exchange rate pass-through is confirmed by the negative and significant coefficient of nominal effective exchange rate but it is incomplete. This is again in line with the existing evidence showing that the pass-through falls away along the distribution chain (McCarthy, 2007) . On the contrary, the impact of the oil prices is negligible.
The analysis with quarter-on-quarter inflation rates seems to be affected by seasonality.
Consequently, the overall fit of the empirical model is worse for all countries. Neither the marginal cost nor the output gap can be regarded being the forcing variables of quarterly inflation rates. On the contrary, the effect of external variables is usually consistent with the finding for yearly inflation rates. Franta et al. (2007) provide similar evidence for quarterly inflation rates in the Czech Republic. The backward-looking component is very strong and the marginal cost is not significant. However, we find that significant effect of external forcing variables, in particular exchange rate and the foreign inflation. The output gap seems to have significant effect but only in case of yearly inflation rates. For Hungary, we confirm the result of Lendvai (2005) that both backward-and forward-looking inflation components are relevant and the marginal cost is not significant. Unlike her, we find significant effect of all external forcing variables (oil, import prices, exchange rate and foreign inflation). Although these variables at the first sight do not improve the fit of the model, they allow avoiding the serial correlation present in the close economy NKPC specification. Therefore, this indicates that they might be omitted relevant variables. Our results for Poland and Slovakia are rather different from those reported by Franta et al. (2007) . Unlike them, we find that both the backward-and forward-looking inflation components are significant. While for Poland, any domestic forcing variable was found significant and the Polish inflation seems to be driven by external factors, in particular the inflation in the Euro area, the results for Slovakia point to the relevance of the wage inflation.
Finally, both backward-and forward-looking component are relevant in most specifications. Therefore, the claim made by GG and GGL that the impact of the backwardlooking term is negligible is not justified. On the other hand, the significance of the forwardlooking term does not seem to be related to the omission of additional lags of inflation as proposed by some critics of the NKPC. The fact that additional inflation lags are mostly insignificant, that they do not sum up to unity and that they do not effect the forward-looking term, is strong evidence against the traditional PC. Therefore, although the inflation rate seems to have an important backward-looking component (in contrary to what the NKPC suggests), its effect is not very long lasting, which the traditional PC assumed.
Panel analysis
In this section, we present the results of the panel estimation of the close and open economy NKPC (9). The consistency of the panel estimates rests on the assumption that the slope coefficients are the same for all cross-sections. Strictly speaking, this can never be the case in macro panels since important idiosyncrasies exist between the countries. Therefore, imposing homogeneity of the slope coefficients can bias the results. On the other hand, the single-equation estimates may be subject to small sample bias. In Table 19 , we resume the previous estimates of the benchmark model, the hybrid NKPC with marginal cost. All the coefficients are significant but heterogeneous across countries. Table   20 and for quarterly inflation rates in Table 21 . The last column of Table 20 reports the results of panel cointegration test of Pedroni (1999) and Kao (1999) . Both tests are generalization of the Engle-Granger (1987) test to panel framework. We can see that the results of both tests usually coincide. The main finding is that the cointegration among variables in the NKPC based on marginal cost only is rejected while it is not in the consecutive specifications. 27 The results of the cointegration testing for the NKPC with quarterly inflation rates (Table 21) Pedroni (1999) assuming either individual intercepts and trends or no deterministic components in each cross section (average of 14 pvalues). Kao test includes by construction a deterministic intercept. 
Conclusions
In this paper, we have given an account of the inflation dynamics of four CEEC by means of econometric estimation of the NKPC. The NKPC is a predominant model of inflation dynamics that unlike previous models departs from robust microeconomic foundations.
According to the NKPC, the inflation dynamics is driven by price setting of forward-looking monopolistic firms. Consequently, the current inflation is related to inflation expectations and to the measure of the real marginal cost. Although some favorable empirical evidence on the NKPC was found for major economies (GG, GGL), its reliability was questioned upon econometric deficiencies. The validity of the NKPC is deemed problematic especially for open economies.
Our results based on quarterly data from 1998 to 2007 of four new EU members confirm some claims of the NKPC but contradict some others. In particular, we have found strong evidence in favor of the forward-looking inflation component and against the possibility to explain the dynamics present in the inflation series by simple autoregressive model. On the other hand, the forward-looking component does not seem to be predominant as reported by GG and GGL. This can be related to the fact that firms in CEEC still employ simple backward-looking price setting consistent with the adaptive expectation formation rather than with rational expectations. Both our unit root testing and the evidence based on disaggregated data of different products confirm that prices in the NMS are more persistent. 28 (Galí and Gertler, 1999) was unable to produce the inflation persistence found in the data, the NK literature (e.g. tries to overcome this problem by introduction of another ad-hoc relations like the backward-looking price indexation.
Our empirical analysis has been based on two measures of inflation, the quarterly and the yearly rates. While the former has been usually employed in empirical work on the NKPC, we consider the latter one to be more appropriate. The quarterly inflation rates seem to be affected by seasonality even though statistical methods for seasonal adjustment were previously employed. Whereas we use the consumer price index for the measurement of inflation, the output deflator is more consistent with theory underlying the marginal-costbased NKPC. Nevertheless, the series of the two variables are very strongly correlated when yearly inflation is considered. On the other hand, the problem of seasonality in quarterly inflation series seems to be even more pronounced in case of GDP deflator. Last but not least, the CPI inflation is a measure that the economic agents are familiar with and is the principal variable for monetary policy.
The panel framework was employed with the aim to obtain more efficient estimates but their consistency depends crucially on the validity of the assumption that the slope coefficients across countries are homogenous. The results we have obtained from the panel framework are rather mixed. While most of the forcing variables that were found significant in individual analysis have lost its relevance, the foreign inflation rate has been reaffirmed to be the key driver of inflation dynamics of the new EU members.
The findings of this paper have several implications for the monetary policy. First, the fact that inflation process in CEEC has important backward-looking component calls for a rather inertial monetary policy. Although this does not seem to be consistent with the official inflation targeting regime pursued in the four Central European countries, the empirical evidence on the interest rate setting of these countries, provided in Vašíček (2009) , shows that in fact the interest rate changes have been smoothed over time substantially. Second, given that inflation is not predominately a forward-looking phenomenon, there is a short run inflation-output trade-off. The more inertial is the inflation, the more costly is the disinflation.
Third, given that the sum of the lagged inflation is substantially lower than unity, there is no permanent effect of the past inflation on the present one as that traditional PC suggested.
Finally, if the NKPC is a valid model of the inflation dynamics of the current EMU members (as claimed by GGL), it is of a rather different nature than the inflation dynamics of four new EU member states. While the former is marginal cost driven and forward-looking, the latter has an important backward-looking component and is forced by external factors.
Nevertheless, given that the prices in CEEC seem to adjust, though sluggishly, to prices in the Euro area, the adoption of the common currency and monetary policy should not have any asymmetric effect on the new members.
The natural extension of our analysis would be an estimation of the full structural model rather then the reduced form of the NKPC. Given the limited size of the sample and the need to estimate additional parameters, this can pose a problem. Moreover, the benchmark NKPC is based on a model when inflation is related only to price setting behavior of monopolistic firms with no consideration of external variables. Recent contributions have extended the NKPC to take into account some as aspects of open economies Monacelli, 2005, Rumler, 2007) . However, the inflation is still understood strictly in term of the domestic output deflator, which does not leave room for a simple transmission of foreign inflation into domestic consumer prices that we have found to be highly relevant in the four new EU member states. 
